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A Quick Word Solving Linear Systems



Triangular Matrices



Solving Triangular Systems



Row Echelon Form

 Gaussian Elimination transforms A into row echelon form

 Example

 How is this different from Upper Triangular?

 Can we successfully solve the above system using GE?
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Row Echelon Form

 All nonzero rows are above any rows of all zeroes 

 The leading coefficient of a nonzero row is always to the 

right of the leading coefficient of the row above

 So…there can be zeroes on and above the diagonal

 Note that in  REF that every row is linear combo of the 

original rows.



Imagine a world with a lot of b’s

 Ax=bi

 Do we need to do full Gaussian Elimination for each new bi?



Imagine a world with a lot of b’s

 Ax=bi

 Do we need to do full Gaussian Elimination for each new bi?

 No…we can perform GE on A to factor it into A=LU

 How does this let us save work?



Imagine a world with a lot of b’s

 Suppose we are given A=LU

 So LUx=b

 We can solve Ly = b

 How? How much work for an nxn matrix L?

 We can then solve Ux=y

 How? How much work for an nxn matrix L?



Imagine a world with a lot of b’s

 So, how do we find factor A into LU?

 Given A, we can generally find an upper triangular matrix 

 Through Gaussian Elimination (GE)

 How do we find L? 

 We can find it if we keep track of what we do in GE

 We use matrix multiplication to do the elimination….

 …Elimination Matrices



Elimination Matrices



Elimination Matrices



Example



Example



Gaussian Elimination with Elementary 

Elimination Matrices 



Another Way to Look at A


